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PUBLIC PRAYER SHOULD BE BANNED FROM THE SCHOOLS
The principle is that if prayer days or prayer times are allowed in schools then in the name of being inclusive and
educational and tolerant there has to be anti-prayer days or times as well.
Children are often forced to pray in school. Or they may be pressured to.
The reason praying at school is considered important is because it is divisively and arrogantly presumed that when you
push God out, you invite evil in. This is refuted by the huge goodness in non-religious people.
Prayer reinforces devotion to a man-made God assuming God has never revealed any religion. Take Catholics. While
Catholics do not pray to the pope or the clergy, they do pray to a version of God created by those men. If this version is
wrong or not authorised by God, then they as good as worship men. To take man's word for God's word is idolatry.
Prayer is an exercise in fanaticism and should be banned from the public schools. No child should be compelled to pray in
school.
Prayer cannot be any value or have any merit before God unless it is about entering into communion with him.
If God is influenced by prayer then God needs to be influenced for he is imperfect and therefore not really a God. If he is
not influenced then what he is going to do he is going to do and prayer serves no purpose.

Or the child will use prayer to manipulate God.
The encouragement of prayer is not good for the child.
If God is all-powerful and all-good then the only prayer that should be said is, “Your will be done”. That is all. Anything
else is praying to an idol in your imagination.
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The child will begin to fear if he realises prayer tells him that God is not perfect and so malleable.

That is a cruel teaching for the child who is in dire straits. Atheists are accused of giving children no hope but the religious
are no better!

The Church says that though God knows exactly what we need before we ask him, he asks us to pray. This is not to tell him
what we want or to tell him what he should do because he already knows and if he should do something he will do it
without prayer. He requests it so that we may be humble and show him that we are so inferior to him and so make a
sacrifice of time and our powers to please him alone. This is degrading unless you are very sure God exists. And even then
it is demeaning because even if you are sure of the love of your wife you don’t degrade yourself for her and you are surer of
her than God!
Prayer is as degrading as bowing before an idol and not being sure enough that it is a god. But the Church commands all to
pray and even has agnostics doing it. The hypocrisy!
Christians often say prayer has helped them. But what about the times prayer seemed to get no response? Witches say the
same things about spells and have similar excuses for when spells fail. What is happening is they all look at the successes
and ignore the failures and build their faith on that. That is very biased and unfair. It makes them more interested in faith
than in truth. They don’t respect others when they promote their faith.
The Bible says a doubter cannot get a reply from God (James 1) even though many doubters claim they have! The Church
holds that the answers to prayer give evidence that God exists which is why faith dies without prayer - after saying
something like that! Prayer makes you closer to God which really means closer to the faith as preached by the Church! It is
the Church not God that it makes you close to for the God you get close to is just the Church’s perception of God and not
God. The Church encourages prayer for it delights in people obeying it.
If doubters can’t get answers sinners have no hope. The prayers of a sinner except for the grace of repentance are mockery.
You as a sinner can’t mean to open yourself up to God which is what prayer is about and hold on to sin. The Church says
we are all sinners. Prayer then is a very devious and hypocritical act.

It is fanaticism to pray for protection for yourself or others. If you pray to God then you are praying to the most powerful
thing there is. So it follows that praying for a seriously ill person is far more important than getting the doctor. If you had a
choice you would have to do the former. Jesus said to love your neighbour as yourself is like the commandment to love
God with all your heart so unless you think of obeying God as more important than the neighbour you are not keeping the
command to love the neighbour as yourself. This clearly shows that the God concept implies we should all become
fundamentalist fanatics. The result is that we end up one of these in our attitude when this attitude does not spill over into
fanatical acts. The message prayer gives is that humanity was made for faith and not faith for humanity which is a clear
invitation to the world to be full of poison disguised as sweetness.
The studies that find that prayer is good for people can be counteracted by other studies that show that crystals and
superstition and spells can be good too and the Church considers them to be satanic and insulting to God! Moreover, prayer
is bad and so the good comes about in spite of it and not because of it. If prayer helps it is not down to the supernatural!
When a lad prays for a bike and he gets it he thinks it indicates that there is a God. Guilt is behind this. He is afraid to think
he might have got it anyway. Prayer is harmful.
Confidence in God’s power to undo the damage you do is dangerous for it will lead to a lack of effort on your part to at
least some extent. When you won’t act, God has to if he is good for the sake of other people. He cannot let the worst
happen while intending to make amends later for that does not justify it. That is all very well but what if there is no God?
Religion is usually reluctant to make sure that everybody knows all about its doctrine. It tells people to turn to God in
prayer for answers and that is a dangerous approach if there is no God. It is fanatical. Psychics are often bad news but this
is no better.
Jesus criticised the pagans who prayed tonnes thinking that they would be heard for their many words (Matthew 6:7). So,
quality matters and quantity does not. It follows that if one person prays for the world to be holy that prayer will do and is
as good as a billion billion similar prayers. Yet Christianity blames the falls of priests and religious into sin on people not
praying enough for them. This is an unspeakable blasphemy for it accuses God of neglecting them because other people
didn’t ask him to help them. It contradicts the stuff about quality alone being what counts. (All apparitions of the Virgin
Mary and the saints and Jesus make the same error. The only way we can tell at times if a miracle claim or vision is a hoax
is by examining the message and if the message is silly then the miracle or the vision is not supernatural no matter what
other indicators say.) It is blasphemous to order people to pray all the time like the Bible does (1 Thessalonians 5:17) for
when one prayer does there is no need for any more. God would not order people to do what they don’t need to do on pain
of sin and punishment if he is love.
Prayer is impotent when one prayer is not enough so its failure is a proof that there is no God. If religionists thought that
one prayer was enough they would not be saying more. They would not be asking for prayers for them.
If one prayer is enough and God can’t do more than he does then prayer is blasphemously and unreasonably complaining
about this.
People forget to pray which a good God would not allow if that is all we are put on earth for. Sinners feel like praying so
the inclination to prayer is not evidence for the existence of God. Prayer disproves God though it is supposed to be
evidence for him. But only self-righteous and superstitious liars would endorse it.
Christians and Jews and Muslims say you should not put God to the test. You should not pray in order to see if what you
ask for will happen. For example, you cannot plant two geraniums and ask God to make one grow well and the other grow
a bit and then die away to check if there is a God. But surely there has to be circumstances in which this would be
legitimate despite the fact that the Bible and these cults forbid it totally. You have a right to know if there is a God and if the
evidence for him is good. The reason it is forbidden is that it will soon become apparent that praying makes no difference to
geraniums. Testing God when you already have evidence would be wrong and he would be right to ignore you but when it
is right and still nothing happens then it should be clear to you that there is no God.
Is checking out that God really said something not testing God as well? You have to ask God to show you how to interpret
his word so you are testing him. Forbidding the tests means advocating an uncritical acceptance of religion which is
dangerous and has caused so much trouble in the past. It is certain that the sin of tempting God, as the clergy call it, is only
made a sin to prevent people finding out by experiment that there is no God. We are entitled to tempt God for we have the
right to know if he is there and if he cares. Knowledge gives freedom and Jesus said the truth will set you free.
The Catholic Church teaches that prayer is absolutely necessary for salvation. This doctrine is in the Bible which claims
that the prayer of accepting Christ is necessary for salvation (page 1, The Great Means of Salvation and of Perfection).
Anybody that is damned is damned simply because they did not pray enough. The doctrine that prayer is needed for
salvation means that praying is more important than doing all possible good works. It is better to give five minutes of your

entire life praying than to do all these works consistently and heroically. This is misanthropic fanaticism carried to the
extreme. How people can claim to be humble while claiming that by praying they have done the main good work is
amazing.
Thanking God for the good things in your life insults those who suffer. You say they suffer for a good purpose. But why
thank God when the good things you get may not be intended for you but are just sent for a good purpose for other people
perhaps people living hundreds of years from now? When God may not be giving them willingly then why thank him? You
are insulting sufferers for their suffering is reckoned to be for a good purpose while your blessings are taken to be gifts
from God and not mere stepping stones to something better if not for you then somebody else. Believers want sufferers to
believe their suffering is for a reason. Suffering people are supposed to think that the pain that is more real to them than
God should exist to please this being who is less real to them. God knows he will benefit from their pain but they are not as
sure so this is a totally selfish one-sided arrangement on the part of God. Believers pray principally that sufferers will learn
from their pain. That is outrageously self-righteous – it amounts to wanting God to make them suffer so that they will be as
holy and superior as themselves while they don’t suffer themselves.
Opponents of prayer in schools think it is an invasion of the rights of the child for religion and faith and prayer should be
personal matters. It has not occurred to most of them that prayer is more than tramping on the toes of a child but exercises a
poisonous insidious influence.
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